Abstract. In engineering protein variants by constructing and screening combinatorial libraries of chimeric proteins, two complementary and competing goals are desired: the new proteins must be similar enough to the evolutionarily-selected wild-type proteins to be stably folded, and they must be different enough to display functional variation. We present here the first method, Staversity, to simultaneously optimize stability and diversity in selecting sets of breakpoint locations for site-directed recombination. Our goal is to uncover all "undominated" breakpoint sets, for which no other breakpoint set is better in both factors. Our first algorithm finds the undominated sets serving as the vertices of the lower envelope of the two-dimensional (stability and diversity) convex hull containing all possible breakpoint sets. Our second algorithm identifies additional breakpoint sets in the concavities that are either undominated or dominated only by undiscovered breakpoint sets within a distance bound computed by the algorithm. Both algorithms are efficient, requiring only time polynomial in the numbers of residues and breakpoints, while characterizing a space defined by an exponential number of possible breakpoint sets. We applied Staversity to identify 2-10 breakpoint sets for three different sets of parent proteins from the purE family of biosynthetic enzymes. The average normalized distance between our plans and the lower bound for optimal plans is around 1 percent. Our plans dominate most (60-90% on average for each parent set) of the plans found by other possible approaches, random sampling or explicit optimization for stability with implicit optimization for diversity. The identified breakpoint sets provide a compact representation of good plans, enabling a protein engineer to understand and account for the trade-offs between two key considerations in combinatorial chimeragenesis.
Introduction
Protein engineering by site-directed recombination ( Fig. 1(a) ) generates libraries of hybrid proteins (or "chimeras") by mimicking the mixing and inheritance that occur in natural reproduction. A set of homologous parent genes are recombined at defined breakpoint locations, yielding a combinatorial set of hybrids [1] [2] [3] [4] . In contrast to stochastic library construction methods (e.g., [5] [6] [7] ), site-directed approaches explicitly choose breakpoint locations to optimize expected library quality (e.g., predicted disruption [2, 8, 9] or library diversity [10] ). In contrast to mutagenesis, the mutations introduced by site-directed recombination are known to be compatible with each other in parent proteins with a similar structural context (due to homology), and are thus expected to be less disruptive. Without requiring precise modeling or prediction of the effects of mutation, sitedirected recombination can produce variant proteins with improved properties and activities [2, 3, 11, 12] .
There are two competing goals in recombination experiment planning. We want the resulting hybrids to be stably folded, which is easiest to achieve if they are just like wild-type proteins. At the same time, we want the hybrids to have different activity, which of course requires that they be different from wild-type. By construction, site-directed recombination preserves single-position conservation statistics, since each residue position in the hybrid library is simply taken from one of the parents, and all parents are equally represented within the combinatorial library. Thus evaluation of stability typically focuses on correlation statistics between interacting residues [1, [13] [14] [15] 9] . The key insight (middle of Fig. 1(a) ) is that recombination "perturbs" the distributions of amino acid types for interacting residues, thereby potentially disrupting the interactions underlying stable folding. Models of residue correlation have been shown to capture important information in a number of applications, including prediction of free energy changes caused by hydrophobic core mutations [16] , prediction and recognition of native-like protein structure [17] , and functional classification of members of protein families [18] . Pairwise [1] and higher-order [9] models have been used in algorithms to plan site-directed recombination experiments minimizing perturbation (and thereby maximizing expected stability), and have led to the creation of variant proteins with improved or novel activities [2, 3, 11, 12] .
In addition to stable hybrids, we also want a diverse hybrid library in order to obtain hybrids with improved or novel activities. Under various methodologies and on a number of systems, including cytochromes P450 [14] , β-lactamases [19] , and single chain Fv antibodies [20] , functional change from wild-type has been correlated with the number of mutations in protein variants. Earlier work on sitedirected recombination optimizes for stability while indirectly forcing diversity by constraining the minimum fragment length [14] . Our recent work developed the first approach to explicitly optimize for diversity, by finding breakpoint locations that sample protein sequence space relatively uniformly [10] (right of Fig. 1(a) ). However, since diversity competes with stability, it is desirable to explicitly consider both criteria simultaneously. This paper presents Staversity (a hybrid word with both "stability" and "diversity"), the first method to explicitly optimize both stability and diversity in planning site-directed recombination experiments. A set of breakpoints defines a hybrid library that can be evaluated by metrics we call "perturbation" and "diversity variance" (Fig. 1(a) ). We seek to minimize perturbation as a way to ensure stable hybrids, and we seek to minimize diversity variance as a way to evenly spread out hybrids in sequence space. Using diversity variance and perturbation values as two dimensions, we can consider possible breakpoint sets as points in a two-dimensional space ( Fig. 1(b) ). Since it is difficult for an experimenter to decide a priori upon the "best" combination of these two incommensurate factors, our methods provide insights into the trade-offs by finding undominated sets of breakpoints-those for which no other set of breakpoints is better for both factors ("Pareto optimal", in economics jargon). Our goal is to find the undominated sets efficiently, without explicitly enumerating the exponential number of possible plans. The problem of finding optimal trade-offs between competing desired criteria is a common one. For example, in considering how to segment records in a large shared database, Eisner and Severance studied the optimal trade-off between the cost of storage and the benefit of retrieval [21] . The goal was assumed to be either a linear or non-linear combination of cost and benefit, and parametric analysis was applied to find the optimal trade-off under all possible parameter values. In computational biology, such ideas are also at the heart of a parametric approach to sequence alignment, e.g., trading off match scores and gap penalties [22] . A comprehensive analysis of parameteric sequence alignment [23] showed that for both global and local alignment, the number of parametric regions to be considered is bounded, and that fast algorithms [24] can be employed to perform the alignment.
In the present case, there is no underlying notion of an optimal trade-off; instead, we want to provide the experimenter with an overview of all possibilities worth considering (because they are undominated). We prove that the results of convex optimization (breakpoint sets on the lower convex hull) are undominated, and develop the natural polynomial-time algorithm to find those breakpoint sets (similar to the parametric analysis in [21] [22] [23] ). We also develop a polynomialtime algorithm to uncover many of the breakpoint sets in the concavities which are either undominated or can be shown by the algorithm to be within a small distance of any undiscovered set that would dominate them.
We present planning results for cases with from 2 to 10 breakpoints and three different sets of parents from the purE family of biosynthetic enzymes that we are currently studying by site-directed recombination. Overall, our plans can be proved to be quite good-the average normalized distance between our plans and the lower bound on optimal plans is around 1 percent. Other possible methods (either sampling breakpoint sets randomly, or explicitly optimizing for stability while implicitly optimizing for diversity) don't do nearly as well-on average for each parent set, our plans dominate 60-90% of those.
Methods
Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n } represent a multiple sequence alignment of n parent proteins, with each sequence of length l including residues and gaps. A recombination experiment with λ breakpoints is defined by a set of breakpoint locations X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x λ | 1 ≤ x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x λ < l}. The breakpoints partition each parent P a into λ + 1 fragments with sequences P a [1,
, where in general we use P a [r, r ] to denote the amino acid string from position r to r in sequence P a , and P a [r] to denote the single amino acid at position r. A hybrid protein H i is a concatenation of chosen parental fragments, assembled in the original order. Thus it is also of length l. Then a hybrid library H(P, X) = {H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n λ+1 } includes all combinations.
Given a breakpoint set X, we can evaluate the perturbation and diversity variance of the resulting hybrid library with metrics v p (X) and v d (X) (see below). We assume, without loss of generality, that both v d and v p are to be minimized. For two breakpoint sets X and X , if
, and one of the two inequalities is strict, we say that X is dominated by X. Let X λ be the set of all possible λ-breakpoint sets. If for some breakpoint set X there is no X ∈ X λ that dominates it, we say that X is undominated. If X is not dominated by any X ∈ X λ for some subset X λ ⊂ X λ of possible breakpoint sets, we say that X is locally undominated. Our goal is then:
Goal: Given parent proteins P and number of breakpoints λ, find the set U λ of undominated λ-breakpoint sets.
Once undominated breakpoint sets have been computed, the experimenter can readily evaluate trade-offs between diversity variance and perturbation. For example, the minimal perturbation experiment X * for a given maximum diversity variance threshold θ d is readily found as X * = arg min
If desired, appropriate data structures can be established to efficiently support such queries.
Metrics
To evaluate diversity and perturbation, we adopt here the metrics from our previous work [9, 10] . However, the method presented below is generic enough to support other metrics, including the perturbation scores of Arnold and coworkers [1] or Moore and Maranas [13] .
Perturbation v p is computed according the hypergraph model of pairwise and higher-order interactions, developed to characterize stability of hybrid libraries [9] . A hyperedge e is defined for each set of residue positions that are in mutual contact. A "hyperresidue" R represents a tuple of amino acids for the residues. An edge-specific potential score Φ e (R) is calculated for each hyperresidue for each hyperedge, based on occurrence statistics in a multiple sequence alignment of the specific protein family, as well as in proteins in general. The potential score captures the degree of "hyperconservation" for the edge-how important it appears to be to preserve the combination of amino acid types. Then, given a set of parent proteins P and a breakpoint set X defining a hybrid library H, we can compute the perturbation as the difference in amino acid distributions (see again Fig. 1(a) ), weighted by the potentials:
where f e,P (R) and f e,H (R) are the number of occurrences of R at e in the parent proteins and hybrid library, respectively. We introduced the idea of evaluating diversity in a library according to the variance in the number of mutations between each hybrid-parent pair (illustrated in Fig. 1(a) ) [10] . (Hybrid-hybrid diversity variance can likewise be calculated, and is highly correlated with the hybrid-parent metric.) We have shown that the total number of mutations is a constant determined only by the parents, but that by assessing the squared-differences in the numbers, we are optimizing for a relatively uniform sampling of sequence space. We use here the average diversity variance, the original metric divided by the number of hybrids (of course these have the same minima):
where m(
} is the number of positions at which hybrid H i and parent P a have different residues. To ignore conservative substitutions, we test "equality" according to standard sets of amino acid classes {{C},{F,Y,W},{H,R,K},{N,D,Q,E},{S,T,P,A,G},{M,I,L,V}}. 
Finding Undominated Breakpoint Sets on the Convex Hull
Based on v p and v d , we equate breakpoint set X with its location in the twodimensional space with axes for perturbation and diversity variance. If breakpoint set X is dominated by X, then for any line passing through X with a negative slope, X must be above the line. Thus we know X is undominated if we can find a negative-slope line through it such that all other breakpoint sets are on or above the line.
This insight leads us to the basis for our first algorithm (see Fig. 2 ), which constructs the lower convex hull connecting the breakpoint sets X p and X d minimizing perturbation and diversity variance alone, respectively. For simplicity, we assume throughout the paper that there is a unique X p minimizing perturbation and a unique X d minimizing diversity. The extensions to handle non-unique minima are straightforward, requiring us to consider inequalities that aren't strict.
Claim. Let X p and X d be the (unique) breakpoint sets minimizing perturbation alone and diversity variance alone, respectively. Then any breakpoint set X on the lower envelope of the convex hull of all breakpoint sets, below the line connecting X p and X d , is undominated.
Proof. Consider such an X, and let X be an adjacent breakpoint set on the convex hull (X could be X p or X d ). By the definition of convex hull, all other breakpoint sets must be on one side of the line connecting X and X . In fact, they must be above the line since otherwise X p or X d would be below the line, contradicting the definition. The line connecting X p and X d must have a negative slope. Otherwise, since
and that the line connecting X and X has a negative slope. Thus, all breakpoint sets lie on or above a negative-slope line through X, so X is undominated.
Of course we want to find the breakpoint sets on the convex hull without enumerating the exponential number of breakpoint sets inside the hull. Our initialize Q to be an empty queue enqueue (Xp,
) from Q find breakpoint set X below and farthest from the line connecting X1 and X2 (by dynamic programming, Eq. 3) if X = X1 and X = X2 BH ← BH + {X} enqueue (X1, X) or (X, X2) into Q end if until Q is empty return BH algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 2 and described in Fig. 3 , is similar to the quickhull algorithm [25] but efficiently finds the hull points without knowing the interior points. The algorithm starts with X p and X d , and recursively finds hull points between an existing pair of hull points. The key is finding the intermediate hull breakpoint set X below and farthest from the line connecting hull breakpoint sets X 1 and X 2 . (The same method can find the initial X p and X d as special
, so that α/β is the slope of the line connecting X 1 and X 2 . For the X we seek, all other breakpoint sets must be above the line passing through X with slope α/β. Thus X is the breakpoint set minimizing the value of αv p (X) + βv d (X).
To find X, we adopt the dynamic programming frameworks from our earlier methods for perturbation alone and diversity variance alone, to handle convex combinations. The idea is to add breakpoints one-by-one from left to right in the sequence (N-to C-terminus), at each point considering the change to αv p + βv d for this breakpoint given previous breakpoints. Optimal substructure holds since a hybrid library with breakpoints X k = {x 1 , . . . , x k−1 = r , x k = r} extends a hybrid library with breakpoints X k−1 = {x 1 , . . . , x k−1 = r } by concatenating each of the hybrids with each parent fragment P a [r + 1, r]. The best choice for x k depends only on the best choice for x k−1 .
Let d pd (r, k) be the optimal value for the linear combination αv p + βv d with k breakpoints, with the last breakpoint at residue position r. The structure of the recurrence to compute d pd (r, k) is as follows:
where C pd is the initialization value for only one breakpoint and ∆d pd (r , r) is the increment when one more breakpoint is put after residue position r. Straightforward algebraic manipulations to derive C pd and ∆d pd (r , r) have been omitted due to lack of space; the resulting formulas are as follows:
To compute this recurrence by dynamic programming requires a table of size λl (recall that λ is the number of breakpoints and l is the sequence length) and each entry depends on O(l) previous entries in computing the minimum. Based on previous derivations [9, 10] , the complexity of calculating ∆d pd (r , r) (done in a preprocessing step, for look up during the dynamic programming) includes O(lE) for the increment in perturbation (where E is the number of hyperedges) and O(n 2 l 2 ) for the increment in diversity variance (where we have n sequences). Thus the complexity for dynamic programming is O(lE + n 2 l 2 + λl 2 ). We run this algorithm once to find each undominated breakpoint set on the convex hull, so to compute the whole set B H requires O(B H (lE + n 2 l 2 + λl 2 ))-polynomial in each of the input variables and output size.
Finding Locally Undominated Breakpoint Sets in Concavities
The algorithm of Fig. 3 finds all undominated breakpoint sets on the convex hull, but as Fig. 1 illustrates, many undominated breakpoint sets (45/59 in that example) lie in the concavities. Since our underlying dynamic programming framework (Eq. 3) is limited to convex combinations of v p and v d , in order to use it we must focus on smaller regions whose convex hulls intersect the concavities. We can then find breakpoint sets that are locally undominated with respect to the various regions. While these breakpoint sets are not necessarily undominated globally, in the next section we develop an approach to evaluate their optimality.
Let us consider how to constrain our optimization to regions within the perturbation-diversity space. Consider the effect of moving from a breakpoint set X with breakpoint i fixed to residue position r, to breakpoint set X with i fixed to r + 1. The contribution to the perturbation score v p is changed only for those edges incident on r + 1. If we assume a constant degree in the contact graph (since physically each residue can only contact a limited number of other residues), then the expected change in perturbation, |v p (X ) − v p (X)|, is bounded by a constant fraction of the overall perturbation range. Similarly, the contribution to diversity variance v d is changed only for the fragments from position X i−1 to X i and from X i to X i+1 . While we omit the details, which aren't essential here, it follows that the expected difference |v d (X )−v d (X)| is bounded by a linear function of the total number of mutations in those fragments, a small amount compared to the range of diversity variance. Thus each time we advance a single breakpoint location, we take a small step in perturbation-diversity space.
Based on this insight, our algorithm for exploring the concavities iterates over all possible (breakpoint, position) pairs. With a breakpoint fixed to a position, we apply a variant of our dynamic programming algorithm, changing the formulas appropriately for v p and v d to account for the fixed breakpoint. After obtaining the locally undominated breakpoint sets for each (breakpoint, location) pair, we take the union of the sets and eliminate those that are dominated. The dynamic programming framework is used to find each point on the local lower convex hull. Thus to find a multiset (including duplicates) B L of locally undominated breakpoint sets, the total complexity is O(B L (lE +n 2 l 2 +λl 2 )). By fixing more breakpoint locations (e.g., pairs), we would explore the concavities even better, but of course at increased cost. We could also consider variations, such as sampling positions rather than trying each one. However, our results show that fixing each breakpoint at each position is fast enough and yields high quality results.
Optimality Guarantees
Suppose that for a particular experiment, we want to find the optimal breakpoint set X minimizing perturbation such that v d (X) ≤ θ d , for some diversity variance threshold θ d (minimizing diversity subject to a perturbation threshold can be handled similarly). In our concavity-exploring algorithm, when we fix breakpoint i to be at residue position r, we obtain a "local" convex hull. This hull may have a lower convex chord X 1 X 2 (connecting consecutive points on the lower hull) that intersects the θ d line (i.e., the vertical line v d = θ d ) at some point with perturbation value p (see Fig. 4(left) ). We represent this convex chord as c = (i, r, p). We can use the set C of all convex chords that intersect the θ d line over the various local hulls, to bound the best possible perturbation for X.
Claim. Given diversity variance threshold θ d and set C of all convex chords intersecting the line for θ d , let
T is empty, the experiment plan provided by Staversity is optimal. Otherwise, the undiscovered optimal undominated breakpoint set
Proof. Suppose X o is the optimal undominated breakpoint set and is not found by Staversity. Then for each local hull fixing breakpoint i at residue position x o,i , X o is not found, implying that it is inside the hull and above a lower convex chord. Let X 1 and X 2 be the breakpoint sets at the left and right ends, respectively, of the convex chord below Fig. 4(left) . Since the line through X 1 and X 2 has a negative slope (as in the proof in Sec. 2.2), we have v p (X 1 ) > v p (X 2 ) and v p (X o ) > v p (X 2 ). Thus the line of θ d must intersect the convex chord X 1 X 2 , since otherwise either (contradicting its optimality) . Furthermore, the perturbation value of the intersection is less than v p (X o ) as the convex chord has a negative slope and The lower bound for perturbation is the maximum perturbation from a set of convex chords for a consistent breakpoint set, here x1 = 6 and x2 = 8.
Thus, if X o exists, for each local hull fixing breakpoint i at residue position x o,i , we have a convex chord c = (i, x o,i , p i ) such that c is below X o and intersects the line of θ d at perturbation
As a result, if T is empty, no X o exists, and the plan is optimal. Otherwise, following the argument above, we can bound the perturbation for any missed
This claim suggests an approach for computing the perturbation bound: consider convex chords for the local hulls in order of perturbation, moving up the line of θ d . When we have found a set of chords, one for each breakpoint, such that the corresponding breakpoint locations are in increasing order, then we have the best possible perturbation value. Fig. 4(right) gives an example.
To efficiently compute the lower bound of v p (X o ), we develop another dynamic programming algorithm. Let T k,γ be the valid breakpoint sets from S i with breakpoint k (≤ λ) at position γ, i.e.,
We can then define the minimum perturbation with breakpoint k at position γ as:
If T k,γ is empty, then the k-breakpoint set cannot be constructed, and d e (γ, k) = ∞. Otherwise, we can form a k-breakpoint set by extending a valid k − 1-breakpoint set ending at residue position τ < γ. Optimal substructure holds, and to compute the perturbation we have the recurrence:
And we get the lower bound of v p (X o ) from the final column:
If min γ d e (γ, λ) is larger than the perturbation value of the experiment plan provided by Staversity, X o does not exist and the experiment plan provided by Staversity must be optimal.
In the dynamic programming of Eq. 7, the table is of size λl, and each entry depends on O(l) previous entries in computing the minimum, for a total complexity of O(λl 2 ). The preprocessing to put the chords into the S i buckets and order them within the buckets can be done in linear time, since we have small ranges of integers ([1, λ] and [1, l] , respectively).
Results and Discussion
We have been studying by site-directed recombination homologous proteins of the purE family (COG 41 and pfam 731), which catalyze steps in the de novo synthesis of purines. While clear homologs, purE proteins carry out substantially different enzymatic activities in different organisms: in eubacteria, fungi and plants (as well as probably most archaebacteria), the purE product functions as a mutase in the second step of a two-step reaction, while in metazoans and methanogenic archaebacteria, the purE product functions as a carboxylase in a single-step reaction that yields the same product [26, 18] . This striking difference in activity makes the purE family a valuable target in protein engineering-by exploring sequence space through site-directed recombination, we seek to find the features of the "boundaries" enclosing the distinct activities.
To identify a set of possible purE parents, we created a multiple sequence alignment of the purE family, then eliminated columns not mapped to the structure of E. coli purE (PDB id: 1qcz) and eliminated sequences with more than 20% gaps. This yielded a diverse set of 367 sequences of 162 residues each, including 28 of the rarer class of metazoans and methanogens with inferred carboxylase activity. The average pairwise sequence identity is 65.8%. We selected three parent sets, each consisting of three purE parents with varying diversity-medium diversity (average identity 55%): Escherichia coli, Gallus gallus, Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus; high diversity (31%): Drosophila melanogaster, Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus, Treponema denticola; low diversity (80%): Gibberella zeae, Magnaporthe grisea, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
For each parent set, and for 2 to 10 breakpoints, we applied Staversity to find breakpoint sets. On average, it took around 5 minutes for 2 breakpoints. The running time increased according to the number of breakpoints, and it took around 2 hours for 10 breakpoints.
To assess the completeness of Staversity, we enumerated for the medium diversity parents all 2-breakpoint sets (plotted in Fig. 1 ) and all 3-breakpoint sets, deeming it impractical to enumerate plans with more breakpoints. Staversity finds 55 of the 59 undominated 2-breakpoint sets in the enumeration and 77 of the 115 undominated 3-breakpoint sets. In both cases, the breakpoint sets that Staversity missed were quite close to others that it found. For missed set X and found sets B, we compute the distance as min X ∈B :
divided by the range of perturbation values over all breakpoint sets. The aver- age value for the 4 missed 2-breakpoint sets is 0.5%, as is that for the 38 missed 3-breakpoint sets.
The only other method available for optimizing stability and diversity, based on RASPP [8] , does so implicitly while optimizing perturbation. The lengths of the fragments to be recombined are constrained to lie between minimum and maximum values; a perturbation-optimal library is generated for each minimummaximum pair. This restriction does provide some sampling of various levels of diversity, since larger fragments generally lead to greater diversity. For comparison, we implemented a version of this approach (called Implicit below) using our metrics and returning only the locally undominated breakpoint sets (i.e., not dominated by any others in the set). For a baseline for comparison, we also applied a simple random selection method (called Rand below), in which we randomly sample sets of breakpoints and return the locally undominated ones.
Tab. 1 summarizes the results on the different tests. To put the methods on a relatively equal footing and avoid saturation by random sampling (which happens with small numbers of breakpoints), the number of random samples for each test case was set as the total number of breakpoint sets found by Staversity in the local convex hulls. (We also tested a large number of random samples; see below.) In each table, the rows of "Staversity", "Rand" and "Implicit" give the numbers of breakpoint sets found by each method. The rows of the form "Staversity dom. Rand" give the percentage of breakpoint sets found by the second method that are dominated by those found by the first method (not counting the breakpoint sets common to both methods).
On average, for the medium diversity parents, Rand finds only 28 percent as many breakpoint sets as Staversity does, and 96 percent of the Rand ones are dominated by Staversity ones. Implicit finds 45 percent as many, of which 71 percent are dominated. Rand performs similarly badly on the high diversity parents, finding 32 percent as many with 98 percent dominated, and improves a little on the low diversity set, at 48 percent with 88 percent dominated. Implicit improves a little on the high diversity set, finding 56 percent with 60 percent dominated, but for the low diversity parents finds only 29 percent with 72 percent dominated. Staversity always finds more and better breakpoint sets than Rand and Implicit. One possible explanation for the variation of Implicit's performance with parent diversity level is that when parents become more diverse (in the limit, being entirely different), the fragment length (the implicit diversity control) is increasingly important for generating diversity. When parents become less diverse, longer fragment length does not necessarily mean more diversity, so the impact of fragment length on diversity is not so significant. The performance of random selection is clearly subject to the curse of dimensionality.
We tried using a large number of samples (> 10 7 ) for the different parent sets with 10 breakpoints. Even with this large number of samples, Staversity still significantly outperforms random selection. For the medium diversity parents, Rand finds only 83 breakpoints, all of which are dominated by Staversity ones, while with the high diversity parents, it finds only 117, again all dominated. It does relatively better for the low diversity parents, finding 101 breakpoints of which 94% are dominated, and it dominates 2 of the Staversity breakpoints.
In addition to finding more, better breakpoint sets, Staversity can provide optimality guarantees. To evaluate how close our results are to optimal perturbation-diversity trade-offs, we tested 100 diversity variance thresholds θ d for the bound on the optimal perturbation value. As Fig. 5 illustrates, our plans are very close to optimal. Quantitatively, we can compute the average distance between the vector of perturbation bounds and corresponding actual perturbation values, normalized by the range of perturbation values as above. For the medium diversity parents, the difference is 0.9% for 2 breakpoints, 1.0% for 6, and 0.9% for 10. The results are similar for the high diversity set (1.2%, 1.4%, and 1.3%) and low diversity set (3.4%, 1.1%, and 1.4%). The one outlier, 3.4% for low-diversity parents with 2 breakpoints, comes mainly from the extreme ends of the diversity range. Overall (and even in that case), the breakpoint sets are provably close to providing optimal trade-offs.
Conclusion
We present a method to optimize breakpoint selection for site-directed protein recombination considering stability and diversity simultaneously. Our method is generic in metrics for stability and diversity, and by finding undominated breakpoint sets, it allows the experimenter to assess the trade-offs between these factors. Unlike other methods, we can provide optimality guarantees on identified breakpoint sets. In practice, our method significantly outperforms existing alternatives, finding more and better breakpoint sets. Staversity should be a valuable tool enabling protein engineers to choose experiments that better explore sequence space, improving the "hit-rate" of finding proteins that are stably folded and have novel activity.
